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Prior to 2015, draw statistics were primarily designed for internal use by CPW staff to validate
the draws and to manage hunting. However, hunters use the same information, so we make this
data available to Colorado’s hunters.
Redesign of the Draw Recap information combines pre-draw and post-draw information in an easy to read
layout. Each report has a summary page which summarizes all applications and hunts in that draw and detail
pages which summarize draw information for each quota. The report is broken out into zones to help
organize the information. This color coded glossary explains each zone including descriptions and possible
values for each field.

Report Field

Description

Values

Quick Reference Zone (red box - top left): quick reference of the hunt code quota and draw results
Total Quota Amount

Total quota approved by the Parks & Wildlife
Commission for the hunt code or group of hunt Same as Pre-Draw Quota Original.
codes (float group).

Remaining Balance

The quota remaining for the hunt code or
group of hunt codes (float group) after the
draw has been completed.
Note: A remaining balance does not guarantee
that number of licenses will be available for
the leftover draw or when leftover licenses go
on sale.

# Drawn

Total number of licenses drawn for the hunt
code or hunt code float group.

Hunt Code

A list of all hunt codes sharing the quota. If
more than one hunt code is listed, it is called
a float group.

List

Which list (A, B, C) each hunt code falls under. A, B, C (see big game brochure for more detail)

Total Hunt Codes
(summary page only)

Total number of hunt codes included in the
draw.

Same as Post-Draw Successful Balance.

Participation Zone (green box - top middle): summary of programs using that quota and applications

Regulation Level

Denotes if a hunt code participates in a
regulatory specific portion of the draw and, if
so, at what level. The order of the regulations
levels listed reflects the order in which they
are drawn during the primary draw.
Note: Based on the regulations the value may
be either “up to” or "minimum of".

# Drawn

The number of licenses drawn to the hunt
code group for each regulatory specific portion
of the draw.

 up to = no more than this portion of quota will be
available in that regulation level; quota is
rounded down to the previous whole number
 min. of = at least this portion of quota will be
available in that regulation level; quota is
rounded up to the next whole number

Report Field
LPP Unrestricted

LPP Restricted

Description
The percentage of quota designated for the
Landowner Preference Program (LPP)
unrestricted quota pool. Unrestricted means
the license is valid as stated in the hunt code.
The percentage of quota designated for the
Landowner Preference Program (LPP)
restricted quota pool. Restricted means the
license converts to Private Land Only (PLO) or
Private Land Only Family or Youth (FAM) for
that stated hunt code.

Values
 # drawn = the total number of vouchers drawn
from the unrestricted LPP quota pool
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program is not applicable for that quota
 # drawn = the total number of vouchers drawn
from the restricted LPP quota pool
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program is not applicable for that quota
 # drawn = the number of licenses drawn as youth
preference

Youth Preference

The percentage of quota designated for the
youth preference program.

 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program is not applicable for that hunt

NonResident Cap

For Deer and Elk: The maximum percentage
of quota available to 1st choice nonresidents
unless there is insufficient resident demand.
Note: Because the cap is a percentage based
on demand, the percentage is NOT a
guarantee, therefore the number of licenses
available to nonresidents cannot be calculated
prior to the draw.

 # drawn = the number of licenses drawn that
went against the nonresident cap
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program is not applicable for that hunt

For Bighorn Sheep, Mtn. Goat and Moose:
The maximum number of licenses available to
nonresidents.
 # drawn = the number of licenses drawn in the
hybrid draw

Hybrid Draw

The percentage of quota designated for the
hybrid draw.

 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program is not applicable for that hunt

General Apps

The number of general public applications for
the hunt code group broken out by choice.
General public includes resident adult,
nonresident adult, resident youth, and
nonresident youth.
Note: Youth are any applicants age 12-17. Not
all youth participate in the youth preference
program.

LPP Apps

The number of Landowner Preference Program
(LPP) applications for the hunt code group
broken out by choice.

Total Choice 1

The number of 1st choice general public
applicants or LPP applications.

Total Choice 2

The number of 2nd choice general public
applicants or LPP applications.

Total Choice 3

The number of 3rd choice general public
applicants or LPP applications.

Total Choice 4

The number of 4th choice general public
applicants or LPP applications.

Report Field

Description

General HC Errors
(summary page only)

Total number of general public applications
that had an invalid hunt code for that choice.

LPP HC Errors
(summary page only)

Total number of Landowner Preference
Program (LPP) applications that had an invalid
hunt code for that choice.

Ineligible
(summary page only)

Total number of ineligible general public or
LPP applications. Ineligible applications do not
got through the draw.

Values

Pre-Draw Quotas Zone (purple box - top right): the pre-draw quota breakdown
Original

Total quota approved by the Parks & Wildlife
Commission for the hunt code or group of hunt Same as Total Quota Amount.
codes (float group).

General Draw

The minimum quota available to the general
public in the draw. General public includes
resident adult, nonresident adult, resident
youth, and nonresident youth.
 # quota = the number of licenses designated in
the draw for adult residents; only used in bighorn
sheep, mtn. goat and moose draws

Adult Res

The total quota designated for adult residents
in the draw.

 Determined by Draw = the number of licenses
available to adult resident will be determined as
part of the draw process
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt
 # quota = the number of licenses designated in
the draw for adult nonresidents; only used in
bighorn sheep, mtn. goat and moose draws

Adult NonRes

The total quota designated for adult
nonresidents in the draw.

 Determined by Draw = the number of licenses
available to adult nonresident will be determined
as part of the draw process
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

Youth Preference

The total quota designated for youth
preference portion of the draw. Both resident
and nonresident youth can apply for youth
preference hunts in the draw.
Note: Any unused quota from the Youth
Preference or LPP portions of the draw is
available to the general public in the General
Draw.

LPP Unrestricted

The total quota designated for Landowner
Preference Program (LPP) unrestricted quota
pool.
Note: Any unused quota from the Youth
Preference or LPP portions of the draw is
available to the general public in the General
Draw.

LPP Restricted

The total quota designated for Landowner
Preference Program (LPP) restricted vouchers.
Note: Any unused quota from the Youth
Preference or LPP portions of the draw is
available to the general public in the General
Draw.

 # quota = the number of licenses designated in
the youth preference portion of the draw
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

 # quota = the number of licenses designated in
the draw for the unrestricted LPP quota pool
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

 # quota = the number of licenses designated in
the draw for the restricted LPP quota pool
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

Report Field

Description

Values

Post-Draw Successful Zone (yellow box - top right): the post-draw license breakdown
# Drawn

Total number of licenses drawn for the hunt
code or hunt code float group.

Balance

The quota remaining for the hunt code or
group of hunt codes (float group) after the
draw has been completed.
Note: A remaining balance does NOT
guarantee that number of licenses will be
available for the leftover draw or when
leftover licenses go on sale.

Adult Res

Adult NonRes

Youth Res

Youth NonRes

LPP Unrestricted

LPP Restricted

Total number of licenses drawn by resident
adults. The percentage is the overall
percentage of the quota drawn by resident
adults.
Note: Includes licenses drawn in the general
draw and hybrid draw portions of the draw.
Total number of licenses drawn by nonresident
adults. The percentage is the overall
percentage of the quota drawn by nonresident
adults.
Note: Includes licenses drawn in the general
draw and hybrid draw portions of the draw.

Same as Remaining Balance.

 # drawn = the total number of licenses drawn by
adult residents in the draw
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt
 # drawn = the total number of licenses drawn by
adult nonresidents in the draw
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

Total number of licenses drawn by resident
youth. The percentage is the overall
percentage of the quota drawn by resident
youths.
Note: Includes licenses drawn in the youth
preference, general draw and hybrid draw
portions of the draw.

 # drawn = the total number of licenses drawn by
youth residents in the draw

Total number of licenses drawn by nonresident
youths. The percentage is the overall
percentage of the quota drawn by nonresident
youths.
Note: Includes licenses drawn in the youth
preference, general draw and hybrid draw
portions of the draw.

 # drawn = the total number of licenses drawn by
youth nonresidents in the draw

Total number of LPP vouchers drawn from the
unrestricted quota pool. The percentage is the
overall percentage of the applications drawn
from the LPP unrestricted quota pool.

Total number of vouchers drawn from the LPP
restricted quota pool. The percentage is the
overall percentage of the applications drawn
from the LPP restricted quota pool.

 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt
 # drawn = the total number of vouchers drawn
from the unrestricted LPP quota pool
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt
 # drawn = the total number of vouchers drawn
from the restricted LPP quota pool
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

Report Field

Description

Values

Quick Draw Results Zone (gray box - middle right): quick summary of draw results
 # Pref Points = the minimum preference point
used when the last license was drawn as a Choice
1; does not include licenses drawn in the hybrid
draw
 Choice # = the last license was drawn as a 2nd, 3rd
or 4th choice hunt

Drawn Out At

The portion of the draw the last license was
drawn for each applicant type.

 Leftover Choice # = in the LPP Landowner
Leftover draw, the last license was drawn as a
leftover 1st, 2nd or 3rd choice hunt
 3+ Pref Points = in the weighted draw, the last
license drawn used 3 regular preference points
and any weighted preference 0 or greater
 Leftover = licenses remained available after the
draw was completed
 No Apps = no applicants participated
 None Drawn = no applications were drawn
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

# Drawn at Final Level

The number of licenses drawn out of the
number of applications at the portion of the
draw the last license was drawn for each
applicant type.
Note: In weighted draws the calculation of the
number of licenses drawn and the number of
applications do not consider weighted
preference point levels.

% Drawn at Final Level

The percentage of applications that drew at
the portion of the draw where the last license
was drawn for each applicant type.
Note: In weighted draws the calculation of the
percentage of applications that drew does not
consider weighted preference point levels.

Choice 1 Success %
(summary page only)

The percentage of applications that drew a
license at Choice 1 for each applicant type in
that draw.

Overall Success %
(summary page only)

The percentage of applications that drew a
license at any choice in the general draw.

 # of # = the number of licenses drawn out of the
number of applications
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

 #% = the percentage of applicants that drew a
license
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt
 #% = the percentage of applicants that drew a
license
 N/A = program/applicant type is not eligible for
the hunt

Choice 1 Detail Zone (orange boxes - middle left & right): detail of preference point participation
Pre-Draw Applicants
(left)
LPP Unrestricted

The number of applicants for each application
type at varying preference point levels.
The number of LPP applications for the hunt
code by choice. All LPP applications go
through the draw for the unrestricted quota
pool.

Report Field
LPP Restricted

Post-Draw Successful
(right)

Description

Values

The number of LPP applications for the hunt
code by choice eligible for the restricted
quota pool. To be eligible for the restricted
quota pool, the landowner did not opt-out of
restricted quota pool for the choice.
The number of licenses or LPP vouchers drawn
for each application type at varying
preference point levels.

Choice 1

The portion of the draw at which preference
points are used.
Note: Only draws that use preference points
will display the Choice 1 Detail Zone.

Preference Point

The various preference point levels applicants
for that hunt had before the draw.
Note: Only draws that use preference points
will display the preference point column.

Weighted Points

The various weighted preference point levels
applicants for that hunt had before the draw.
Note: Only draws that use weighted
preference points will display the weighted
points column.

Total Choice Zone (blue boxes - bottom left & right): summary of participation by choice
Pre-Draw Applicants
(left)

The applications participating in the draw for
each application type.

Post-Draw Successful
(right)

The licenses or LPP vouchers drawn in the
draw for each application type.

Total Choice 1

Total number of 1st choice applications or
licenses drawn for each application type.

Total Choice 2

Total number of 2nd choice applications or
licenses drawn for each application type.

Total Choice 3

Total number of 3rd choice applications or
licenses drawn for each application type.

Total Choice 4

Total number of 4th choice applications or
licenses drawn for each application type.

LPP Leftover Choice Zone (pink boxes - bottom left & right): summary of LPP Leftover participation
Pre-Draw Applicants
(left)

The number of Landowner Leftover Choices
participating in the draw by quota pool.

LPP Unrestricted

The number of LPP applications for the hunt
code by leftover choice. All LPP applications
go through the draw for the unrestricted quota
pool.

LPP Restricted

The number of LPP applications for the hunt
code by leftover choice eligible for the
restricted quota pool. To be eligible for the
restricted quota pool, the landowner did not
opt-out of restricted quota pool for the
choice.

Post-Draw Successful
(right)

The number of Landowner Leftover Choices
drawn in the draw by quota pool.

Report Field

Description

Landowner Leftover
Choice 1

The number of Landowner Leftover Choice 1
participating or drawn by quota pool.

Landowner Leftover
Choice 2

The number of Landowner Leftover Choice 2
participating or drawn by quota pool.

Landowner Leftover
Choice 3

The number of Landowner Leftover Choice 3
participating or drawn by quota pool.

Landowner Leftover
Total (summary
page only)

Total number of Landowner Leftover Choices
participating or drawn by quota pool.

Values

